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Date Function Description Brief

11/01 GBPC GBPC – AGM

10/01 Upload Closed Christmas Decorations

18/01 Viewing Christmas Decorations

01/02 Training Minimalism

07/02 Upload Closed Clouds/Cloudscapes

15/02 Viewing

01/03 Training Camera on the ground Brief to follow
07/03 Upload Closed Minimalism
15/03 Viewing Minimalism
29/03 Training Gates, Doors, Doorways Brief to follow
04/04 Upload Closed Camera on the ground
05/04 PUBLIC HOLIDAY
12/04 Viewing Camera on the ground

AGM meeting to be held at Groeneweide at 18h30.  If you are unable to attend this meeting, then 
please ensure that you give a written proxy to another paid member.

Image of any type of Christmas decoration/s.  Can either be a close-up of a single element or a 
collection of elements.  The decorations must be clearly recognised by the viewer and needs to 
present a feeling of joy.  Good balance in the highlights and shadows (therefore the lighting is very 
important).  Post editing allowed.  No AR.
Minimalist Photography focuses on simplicity and its artistic style can be encapsulated by the quote, 
“less is more”.  Minimalist photographers achieve this effect by casting aside all the unnecessary 
components in creating their works.  See wikipedia definition and more info here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimalist_photography

Clouds/Cloudscapes (from 
2020)

Brief as per presentation November 2020:
This theme is open to the photographers interpretation of what they see and want to present. 
These photo's can be clouds taken with long exposure at night/moving clouds/shapes in 
clouds/colourful clouds - just about anything that depicts the beauty of clouds (Cloudscapes). Post 
editing on the highlights and shadows/blacks and whites/sharpness and noise, is recommended. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimalist_photography


03/05 Training Flowers Brief to follow
09/05 Upload Closed Gates, Doors, Doorways
17/05 Viewing Gates, Doors, Doorways
07/06 Training Bottles Brief to follow
13/06 Upload Closed Flowers
21/06 Viewing Flowers
05/07 Training Stairs, Staircase, Stairwell Brief to follow
11/07 Upload Closed Bottles
19/07 Viewing Bottles


